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C-Terminal Truncated α-Synuclein Fibrils Contain Strongly Twisted β-Sheets

Aditya Iyer, Steven J. Roeters, Vladimir Kogan, Sander Woutersen, Mireille M. A. E Claessens, and Vinod Subramaniam

ABSTRACT: C-terminal truncations of monomeric wild-type alpha-synuclein (henceforth WT-αS) have been shown to enhance the formation of amyloid aggregates both in vivo and in vitro and have been associated with accelerated progression of Parkinson’s disease (PD). The correlation with PD may not solely be a result of faster aggregation, but also of which fibril morphologies are preferentially formed when the C-terminal residues are deleted. Considering that different polymorphs are known to result in distinct pathologies, it is important to understand how these truncations affect the organization of αS into fibrils. Here we present high-resolution microscopy and advanced vibrational spectroscopy studies that indicate that the C-terminal truncation variant of αS, lacking residues 109–140 (henceforward referred to as 1–108-αS), forms amyloid fibrils with a distinct structure and morphology. The 1–108-αS fibrils have a unique negative circular dichroism band at ~230 nm, a feature that differs from the canonical ~218 nm band usually observed for amyloid fibrils. We show evidence that 1–108-αS fibrils consist of strongly twisted β-sheets with an increased inter-sheet distance and a higher solvent exposure than WT-αS fibrils, which is also indicated by the pronounced differences in the 1D-IR (FTIR), 2D-IR, and vibrational circular dichroism spectra. As a result of their distinct β-sheet structure, 1–108-αS fibrils resist incorporation of WT-αS monomers.

INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by the presence of intracellular aggregates of fibrils of the intrinsically disordered protein alpha-synuclein (αS).1–3 It is now well established that fibrillization of αS is involved in neuronal cell death in PD.4,5 Wild-type αS (WT-αS) comprises three domains: the N-terminal region (residues 1–60), which is mainly involved in membrane binding,6 the amyloidogenic NAC domain (residues 61–95), which is crucial for amyloid formation,7 and the highly charged C-terminal region (residues 96–140), which is known to interact with polyamines, metal ions, and cellular proteins.8 Although the cellular triggers for the self-assembly of monomeric αS into putatively toxic fibrillar aggregates are still unclear, it is evident that WT-αS can form different amyloid polymorphs: fibrils that differ in molecular structure and morphology.9–13 These fibril polymorphs have been shown to induce distinct pathologies in cells and mice.10,14 Lewy bodies, a pathological hallmark of PD, not only contain fibrils consisting of WT-αS but also contain up to 15% truncated WT-αS variants.15–17 Interestingly, the C-terminal αS truncation that is commonly found in Lewy bodies is also present in healthy brains and cultured cells.16,21 Thus, αS truncation does not directly result in disease per se. However, experiments on transgenic mouse models, animal cell lines, and neuronal cells overexpressing C-terminally truncated αS show that there is strong correlation between C-terminal truncation variants and PD pathology.18–23 Further, the in vitro produced aggregates of C-terminally truncated αS have also been shown to be cytotoxic than WT-αS aggregates.19,24,25

Given the physiological relevance of this C-terminal truncation26 and the role of αS-fibril polymorphism in disease,9,11,12,26 we investigated the structure of fibrils of a C-terminal truncated variant of αS lacking residues 109–140 (1–108-αS). αS monomers are closely packed in the amyloid fibrils. The removal of amino acid residues from the highly charged solvent-exposed C-terminal region may have structural consequences arising from altered electrostatic and steric constraints. In amyloid fibrils, differences in the fold of monomers affect the fibril morphology and their physicochemical properties, which may translate to differences in cytotoxicity.9,10,28 In spite of its importance and abundance,
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the influence of the C-terminal truncations on the resulting αS fibril structure is not well understood. Here we show how deletion of C-terminal residues of monomeric αSaffects the structure, morphology, and surface properties of the resulting fibrils. Our experiments suggest that 1−108-αS fibrils are composed of strongly twisted β-sheets, resulting in fibrils wherein the intermolecular β-sheets are more solvent exposed compared to WT-αS fibrils. The formation of higher-ordered aggregates of fibrillar 1−108-αS follows from the increased hydrophobic exposure and the decreased charge repulsion between individual fibrils. The difference in fibril structure is confirmed in cross-seeding aggregation experiments, where we show that 1−108-αS fibrils cannot efficiently seed the aggregation of WT-αS monomers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 1−108-αS Fibril Core Is Incompatible with the Addition of WT-αS Monomers. To investigate if the structure of 1−108-αS fibrils is distinctly different from WT-αS fibrils, the cross-seeding capabilities of WT-αS and 1−108-αS were tested. For this purpose, we performed aggregation experiments with thioflavin T (ThT). The addition of preformed αS fibrils, i.e., seeds, to αS monomers accelerates aggregation by bypassing primary nucleation processes.29,30 Thus, by seeding a solution of monomers with preformed fibrils, information on the fibril growth is obtained and differences in fibril growth rate indicate structural differences in the fibril core.9,31,32 A delay in (or absence of) seeding is indicative of an incompatible fibril core conformation. Homologous seeding (where seeds/monomers belong to the same αS variant) aggregation experiments using preformed fibril seeds.

Figure 1. Seeding/cross-seeding profiles/rates of WT-αS (black circles) and 1−108-αS (blue diamonds). Representative aggregation profiles of monomeric WT-αS with WT-αS seeds (a), monomeric 1−108-αS with 1−108-αS seeds (b), monomeric 1−108-αS with WT-αS seeds (c), and monomeric WT-αS with 1−108-αS seeds (d), respectively. The monomer (circles for WT-αS and diamonds for 1−108-αS) concentration was 35 μM, and the seed (shown as bars) concentration was 1% (v/v) in PBS buffer at 37 °C. Shaded regions in panels a−d indicate SD from an aggregation experiment with at least 6 replicates. (e) Aggregation seeding rates obtained from a linear fit of the first 3000 s of the normalized seeded aggregation curves (Experimental Section) from three independent aggregation experiments. Red arrows in panels a−d refer to time-points at which samples were obtained for STEM images shown in Supporting Figure S2.
seeds under identical buffer conditions show a faster incorporation of 1–108-αS monomers compared to WT-αS monomers (Figure 1a,b). WT-αS seeds are relatively more efficient in incorporating 1–108-αS monomers compared to WT-αS monomers (Figure 1c, Figure S3, and Supporting Information). The obtained rates for WT-αS monomers with 1–108-αS seeds were ~100-fold slower (Figure 1d and blue circles in Figure 1e) with a lag-time of ~3 h compared to those obtained from homologous seeding of 1–108-αS monomers (Figure 1b,d). Comparison of Figure 1d with unseeded aggregation data from WT-αS and 1–108-αS is shown in Supporting Figure S1.

1–108-αS Fibrils Are Composed of Strongly Twisted β-Sheets. The 100-fold slower incorporation of WT-αS monomers in 1–108-αS seeds is intriguing and probably results from a large difference in fibril structure. Unlike WT-αS fibrils that are visible as individual fibrils with twisted rod-like morphologies, 1–108-αS self-assembles into a mixed population of rod-like morphologies and aggregates of fibrils (Figure 2a,b), corroborating previous reports. To understand these differences, we first investigated if the secondary structure of WT-αS and 1–108-αS in these aggregates differs. WT-αS and 1–108-αS monomers have similar UV-CD spectra that are characteristic of a disordered conformation, while the UV-CD spectra of their respective fibrillar aggregates differ significantly (Figure 2c). The UV-CD spectrum of the WT-αS fibrils contains a broad minimum at ~219 nm (arising from the n → π* transition) typical for β-sheets, while the minimum of the 1–108-αS fibrils is red-shifted by ~11 nm, centering at ~230 nm. Compared to WT-αS fibrils, the positive maximum at ~200 nm (arising from the π → π* transition) is also red-shifted by ~7 nm for the 1–108-αS fibrils. Both these shifts indicate possible differences in the protein secondary structure. When the aggregated 1–108-αS suspensions were left undisturbed in tubes for 2 h, a pellet of aggregates of fibrils settled, a process that was not observed for WT-αS suspensions (Figure 2a,b inset). The observed changes in intensity and center wavelength of UV-CD peaks for 1–108-αS fibrils could result from differential scattering or differential absorption flattening (DAF). We excluded DAF effects by obtaining UV-CD spectra of both settled and suspended 1–108-αS fibrils and by comparing with another truncation variant of αS lacking residues 125–140 (1–124-αS) (see Figures S3 and S4 and additional discussion in the Supporting Information).

A negative maximum in the UV-CD spectra at ~230 nm is typically assigned to high β-turn content in other proteins. However, it is improbable that 1–108-αS fibrils are enriched in β-turns, as this would probably not result in a stable fibril
structure. We speculate that a red-shift of the $n \rightarrow \pi^*$ (215–219 nm) and $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transition region (195–200 nm) in UV-CD spectra of 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils could be a consequence of strongly twisted $\beta$-sheets, as was reported recently for the ILQINS hexapeptide. The presence of water molecules near the amide groups in the $\beta$-sheet fibril core may also explain the observed red-shifts in the UV-CD spectrum of the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils, as electronic transitions of the amide group in $\beta$-sheets are affected by the solvent environment. For example, the wavelength of the $\pi\pi^*$ transition (much stronger than the $n\pi^*$ transition) red-shifts in water as a result of hydrogen bonding to the nitrogen atom in the excited state. These hydrogen bonds can form in the excited state due to an intramolecular charge transfer from the amide-nitrogen to the amide-oxygen atom. The increased polarity of the fibril surface was additionally confirmed using a polarity-sensitive fluorescent dye (Figure 2d). We recorded the fluorescence emission spectra of $\alpha$S fibrils in the presence of 4′-(diethylamino)-3-hydroxystilbene (FE). Spectroscopic studies show that the environment of FE bound to $\alpha$S fibrils is not hydrated, and that its fluorescence changes as a function of the polarity of its environment. Compared to the FE fluorescence emission spectra of WT-$\alpha$S fibrils, a prominent red-shift of the N$^\bullet$ band in the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils suggests that FE experiences a relatively polar environment in the latter (Figure 2d).

**Vibrational Spectroscopy and XRD Reveal Differences in Molecular Structure.** To obtain more structural information, we measured the 1D-IR (FT-IR) and 2D-IR spectra of WT-$\alpha$S and 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils. WT-$\alpha$S fibrils have an amide-I absorption spectrum with a sharp peak at $\sim$1620 cm$^{-1}$, indicating the presence of amyloid $\beta$-sheets, corroborating existing reports. The 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils have an FTIR spectrum with a broader low-frequency amide-I peak (Figure 3a). This broadening is more visible in the 2D-IR spectrum: the four distinct modes present in the WT-$\alpha$S spectrum are smeared out in the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils.

Figure 3. Structural characterization of WT-$\alpha$S and 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils. All data from experiments with WT-$\alpha$S are depicted in black and that of 1–108-$\alpha$S in blue. (a) FTIR spectra of $\alpha$S fibrils of the amide-I region. In gray and light blue are the calculated spectra as described in the text for an intersheet distance of 8.98 and 10.3 Å, respectively. (b, c) Perpendicular 2D-IR spectra of WT-$\alpha$S (b), 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils (c), and their corresponding diagonal slices (d). (e) X-ray diffraction patterns of partially aligned $\alpha$S fibrils depicting differences in the short-range reflections (arrows in gray background indicate peaks corresponding to intersheet distances) of WT-$\alpha$S and 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils. (f, g) AFM amplitude images of $\alpha$S fibrils on mica. Purified fibrils of WT-$\alpha$S (f) show typical rod-like fibrillar morphology, while the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils (g) show both higher-ordered fibrillar structures and sparse rod-like fibrils (insets). The scale bar is 1 μm. (h) VCD spectra of WT-$\alpha$S and 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils.
αS spectrum, quantitatively reflected by an increase in the inverse slope of the line through the zero crossings of the low-frequency peak (solid lines in Figure 3b,c), which is a measure of the spectral heterogeneity. \(^{(46)}\) (0.47 ± 0.02 for the 1–108-αS fibrils compared to 0.42 ± 0.02 for the WT-αS fibrils). This larger spectral inhomogeneity can be caused by structural differences and/or by an increased exposure of the intermolecular β-sheets to water molecules in the 1–108-αS fibrils that lead to spectral broadening due to the broad distribution of hydrogen-bond lengths to the amide groups of the protein. \(^{(46-51)}\) X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra show that there are structural differences between the two types of fibrils. The most clearly visible difference is that the intersheet spacing is ∼15% larger for 1–108-αS than for WT-αS fibrils (Table 1 and Figure 3e).

Spectral calculations indicate that the observed changes in IR spectra are a result of both the increased solvent exposure of the intermolecular β-sheets and the increased intersheet spacing. We calculate the spectra by employing a one-exciton local-mode frequency shifts \(^{(52)}\) on structure ratio as determined by NMR, \(^{(55)}\) and include a 3 cm\(^{-1}\) XRD spectrum of 1

### Table 1. Quantitative Comparison of WT-αS and Truncated Variant Fibril Morphologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fibril type</th>
<th>mean fibril height (nm)</th>
<th># of fibrils, N</th>
<th>mean fibril periodicity (nm)</th>
<th>calculated net charge of monomer</th>
<th>fibril interstrand spacing from XRD (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT-αS</td>
<td>6.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>95 ± 39</td>
<td>−9</td>
<td>8.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–108-αS</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>52 ± 9</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>10.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from the intrinsic chirality of the carbon atoms, the relative orientation and distance between the different vibrational modes. The fact that the cross-peak pattern is not very different for WT-αS and 1–108-αS indicates a similarity in molecular structure and suggests that the relative orientation and distance between the β-sheet and turn peaks do not differ much. The largest differences are the \((\nu_{\text{pump}} - \nu_{\text{probe}}) = (1657, 1620)\) cm\(^{-1}\) cross-peak that is extended to lower wavenumbers and the (1685, 1620) cm\(^{-1}\) cross-peak that is much weaker for 1–108-αS fibrils. The former is a direct result of the increased intensity of the low-frequency shoulder of the 1620 cm\(^{-1}\) peak, whereas the latter is probably a result of the broadening due to the increased water solvent exposure of the intermolecular β-sheets that results in a more smeared out and thus harder to observe cross-peak.

### Additional Structural Differences Revealed by AFM and VCD.

The difference in the β-sheet structure between WT-αS and 1–108-αS translates into morphological differences between the fibrils at larger length scales. These larger-scale differences were assessed by atomic force microscopy (AFM). WT-αS fibrillation results in sparse networks of individual fibrils that have an average height of ∼6.9 nm (Table 1) similar to previous reports, \(^{(39)}\) while fibrils of 1–108-αS organize in fibrillar aggregates that were extremely heterogeneous in heights, ranging between ∼50 and 400 nm (Figure 3f,g).

The spatially separated individual 1–108-αS fibrils have an average height of ∼4.7 nm. Measurements of fibril periodicities, the helical pitch of twisted fibrils, show that 1–108-αS fibrils are nearly twice as twisted as WT-αS fibrils.

To further investigate the difference in supramolecular structure between WT-αS and 1–108-αS fibrils, we recorded vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra (Figure 3h). There is a strong correlation between chiral (supra)molecular structure and the VCD signal. \(^{(57)}\) Fibrils of 1–108-αS show a so-called “giant VCD” signal (in this case, a \(\Delta\epsilon/\epsilon\) ratio of 3 × 10\(^{-3}\)) that is comparable to values observed for other mature amyloid fibrils, \(^{(57-59)}\) while there is no detectable VCD signal for WT-αS fibrils. This might be either due to a difference in the (supra)molecular chirality or due to the size of the aggregates that, when of the same order as (or larger than) the vibrational wavelength (∼6 μm), can lead to a strong enhancement of the VCD signal, as has been observed before for liquid crystals. \(^{(68,69)}\)

### Concluding Remarks.

Altogether, the biophysical and structural measurements show that αS molecules in 1–108-αS fibrils adopt a different conformation than in WT-αS fibrils. The inter-β-sheet distances are larger in the more-twisted 1–108-αS fibrils than in the less-twisted WT-αS fibrils, which probably results in an increased solvent exposure of the intermolecular β-sheets in 1–108-αS fibrils compared to WT-αS fibrils. Individual β-strands in canonical β-sheets are typically twisted right-handedly along the polypeptide chain axis due to chirality of the α-carbon atoms in proteins. \(^{(59,70,71)}\) Besides the intrinsic chirality of the carbon atoms, also the relatively long and highly negatively charged C-terminal tails of αS affect the orientation of the residues in the fibril. The negatively charged, unstructured C-terminal region is respon-
sible for electrostatic interactions; the net interprotein repulsion is expected to be highest between WT-$\alpha$S monomers and between WT-$\alpha$S monomers and WT-$\alpha$S fibrils and significantly less so for the truncated 1–108-$\alpha$S species. This difference in interprotein repulsion is likely, at least in part, responsible for the ~2-fold smaller nucleation time and the ~10-fold higher homologous aggregation rate for 1–108-$\alpha$S monomers compared to WT-$\alpha$S monomers. The repulsion between the highly negatively charged C-terminal tails of $\alpha$S monomers in the fibril affects the orientation of the residues in the fibril. In the WT-$\alpha$S fibril, the twist of the fibril likely minimizes electrostatic repulsions between adjacent C-terminal regions of WT-$\alpha$S with respect to other energetic constraints, thereby accommodating the charged C-terminal chains. Heterologous aggregation experiments indicate that the accommodation of WT-$\alpha$S monomers in the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibril structure is problematic. The elongation of 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils by WT-$\alpha$S monomers is possibly inhibited by the placement of the unstructured, charged C-terminal residues of the WT-$\alpha$S monomers in the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibril structure. We speculate that the twisting of the $\beta$-sheets in 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils and/or the relative orientation of the monomers is incompatible with the presence of the C-terminal region and thus prevents fibril elongation. This problem does not exist for the addition of 1–108-$\alpha$S monomers, lacking the C-terminal region, to WT-$\alpha$S fibrils leading to much faster heterologous addition (black symbols of Figure 1e). The absence of the C-terminal tail in 1–108-$\alpha$S reduces the energetic penalty associated with the close packing of the 32-amino acid long charged C-terminal region that is present in WT-$\alpha$S fibrils, but increases the entropic penalty resulting from exposure of the hydrophobic NAC region. Together these constraints could be responsible for the change in the twist of the $\beta$-sheets in the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils compared to WT-$\alpha$S observed by AFM.

The extent of twisting in a $\beta$-sheet arises from the tendency of the system to minimize its free energy.40 Non-twisted strands found in $\beta$-sheets lie on the diagonal ($\langle \phi + \psi \rangle = 0^\circ$) ($\phi$ and $\psi$ are the dihedral angles of rotation between the N-C$_\alpha$ and C$_\alpha$-C bonds in a peptide bond) in a Ramachandran plot, while right-handed twisted strands in $\beta$-sheets ($\langle \phi + \psi \rangle > 10^\circ$) lie right of the diagonal.71,72 The increase in the twist of the $\beta$-sheets in the 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils (so that $\langle \phi + \psi \rangle > 10^\circ$) can lead directly to increased intersheet distances observed in the XRD measurements, which is supported by increased solvent exposure indicated by the FE fluorescence emission spectra. The changes in the intersheet distance and chain twist result in direct contact of a larger surface of the $\beta$-sheet segments with the solvent. This increased contact can explain the observed changes in the 1D- and 2D-IR spectra.

The aggregation of $\alpha$S with single-point mutations73 and chemical modifications65,74 can result in structurally and morphologically different fibrillar species. Existing evidence shows that differences in WT-$\alpha$S fibril morphology can have varying cytotoxic effects.5,10 Studies have shown that 1–108-$\alpha$S fibrils are more cytotoxic75 compared to WT-$\alpha$S fibrils. Although C-terminally truncated forms of $\alpha$S are common in PD13,15 and other truncated proteins are also implicated in the pathogenesis of other neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s86 and Huntington’s disease, it remains unclear whether protein truncations are directly responsible for cell death in these diseases. The presence of truncated proteins in pathological aggregates can be a result of either pre- or post-aggregation cleavage by proteases. Since cleavage drastically alters the surface properties of the fibrils, even post-aggregation cleavage may be harmful since the resulting exposure of the hydrophobic surface may result in nonspecific binding of other essential cellular proteins with hydrophobic domains.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Expression Purification of $\alpha$S Variants.** All $\alpha$S variants were expressed in *Escherichia coli* strain BL21(DE3) using the pT7-7 expression plasmid and purified in the presence of 1 mM DTT as previously reported.78

**Preparation of $\alpha$S Fibrils.** For every protein variant, a final concentration of 35 $\mu$M of monomeric protein was allowed to aggregate in PBS (137 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 10 mM phosphate) buffer at 37 °C under constant shaking at 300 rpm in LoBind polypropylene tubes from Eppendorf. Prior to aggregation assays, all prepared protein samples were filtered using a 100 kDa membrane to remove any pre-existing aggregates, and protein concentration was estimated using UV absorbance. Residual monomers after aggregation were separated using a 100 kDa filter and were always <10% of starting concentration for all variants used. The purified fibrils were thereafter used for measurements. For 2D-IR measurements, D$_2$O was used instead of H$_2$O and prior to measurements, and residual monomers were removed via ultra centrifugation at ~10000g.

**Thioflavin T Aggregation Assay.** ThT-based $\alpha$S aggregation assays were carried out on polystyrene microplates in a TECAN Infinite M200 microplate reader at a ThT concentration of 5 $\mu$M. Aggregation was carried out using 1% seeds at 37 °C using 35 $\mu$M $\alpha$S monomers in PBS buffer. Seeds were prepared by sonicating freshly prepared and filtered (using a 100 kDa filter) $\alpha$S fibrils in PBS buffer for 5 min. Two independent measurements were performed each with at least six replicates. The initial aggregation rate was determined by measuring the increase in ThT fluorescence within the first 3000 s of the measurement.76

**Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM).** Freshly prepared fibrils were diluted with Milli-Q water and then prepared for STEM dark-field imaging. Typically, a 5 $\mu$L drop of 20 $\mu$M fibril samples was adsorbed on 300 mesh Formvar-coated copper grids for 5 min and then washed five times with water. The grid was air-dried at 37 °C and then transferred under vacuum into the STEM setup. Before recording the dark-field STEM micrographs, condenser stigmators were adjusted to give a circular beam profile, and the beam was carefully centered and spread to produce uniform illumination over the field of view. Dark-field digital micrographs of fibrils were acquired using a FEI Verios 460 microscope operating at 20 kV electron beam energy and 50 pA current.

**Atomic Force Microscopy.** For AFM measurements, 20 $\mu$L of the 10 $\mu$M fibril suspension was incubated on freshly cleaved mica (15 × 15 mm) for 5 min. Samples were thereafter washed with Milli-Q water and dried using N$_2$ gas. Thereafter, the samples were kept in 37 °C for 1 h to remove any residual water. AFM images were acquired in tapping mode on a Dimension 3100 scanning probe microscope (Bruker) using NSG01 gold probes (resonant frequency between 87 and 230 kHz and a tip radius <10 nm) in ambient air conditions. Fibril heights were measured using NanoScope Analysis v1.3 software and for the measurements of fibril periodicities, fibrils in AFM images were traced using a custom-written script in MATLAB using the DIPImage toolbox (version 2.3, TU Delft, Delft, The Netherlands).75 Periodicity measurements were performed only on fibrils greater than 0.5 $\mu$m in length.

**Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy.** A Chirascan CD spectrometer was used to obtain UV-CD spectra of $\alpha$S fibrils prepared in PBS buffer at an effective protein concentration of 10 $\mu$M. This was measured as follows: after measurement of fibril UV-CD spectra, 30% 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) was added to the fibril suspension and shaken for 5 min. By measuring mean residue ellipticity (MRE) values for known concentrations of monomeric $\alpha$S obtained after addition of 30% HFIP and shaking, a standard curve of UV-CD signals versus monomer concentration was generated. From this curve, unknown concentrations of 30% HFIP-solubilized fibrils
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were estimated. Fibril samples were first purified using a 100 kDa cutoff filter to remove monomeric proteins. Spectra were recorded between 19S and 260 nm with a step size of 1 nm and a scanning speed of 10 nm/min using a 1 mm path length cuvette at room temperature.

Sample Preparation for IR Spectroscopy. αS monomers were lyophilized overnight in a ScanVac Coolsafe (Labogene) to remove H₂O and resuspended in PBS buffer prepared in D₂O. Subsequently they were purified using a 100 kDa cutoff filter to remove any pre-existing aggregates and then kept under constant shaking at 300 rpm at 37 °C. Before measurements, αS fibril samples were again purified using a 100 kDa cutoff filter to remove monomeric proteins. The final concentration for each IR sample was ∼150 μM. A 15 μL amount of fibril solution was placed between two 2 mm thick CaF₂ windows with a 50 μm spacer.

1D- and 2D-IR and VCD Spectroscopy. Each 1D-IR (FTIR) spectrum was an average of 32 scans, measured on a Bruker Vertex 70. The VCD spectra were also measured on this spectrometer, specifically by using the PMA 50 polarization modulation accessory, averaging for 210 min, while the IR cell was continuously rotated in order to remove any contribution from a nonrandom orientation of the fibrils in the sample cell. The 2D-IR spectra were measured on a setup described elsewhere. In short, a commercially available modelocked Ti:sapphire oscillator system whose output is amplified by a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier was used to create ∼50 fs, 800 nm pulses of ∼3.1 mJ at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. These were converted in an optical parametric amplifier into ∼100 fs, ∼6100 nm pulses of ∼20 μJ with an approximately Gaussian distribution with a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of ∼150 cm⁻¹. The IR beam was then split into a pump, probe, and a reference beam. The pump beam is led through a Fabry-Pérot interferometer and thereby reduced in bandwidth to a fwhm of ∼12 cm⁻¹. The pump polarization was then rotated 90° with respect to the probe polarization by a λ/2 plate (in order to measure the perpendicular 2D-IR spectra) and subsequently overlapped with the probe pulse in the sample in a ∼200 μm focus. All spectra were obtained at a pump–probe delay of 1.5 ps, at room temperature. The heterogeneity of the low-frequency β-sheet mode was estimated by calculation of the inverse slope of the line through the zero crossings. In order to do this, we first determined the frequencies where the signal goes through zero, between the induced absorption (red peak at lower probe frequency) and the bleach (blue peak at higher probe frequency), for each pump pixel in the 1600−1625 cm⁻¹ region by interpolation of the data point just before and just after the zero crossing, after which we fitted a straight line through the interpolated zero crossings.

Steady-State Fluorescence Spectroscopy. The emission spectra of FE dye was obtained with a Cary Eclipse spectrophotometer (Varian). Spectral slits were set at 5 nm, and samples were excited at 420 nm. Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded from 450 to 600 nm at room temperature using a 10 nm path cuvette after incubation of FE dye for 1 h with αS fibrils in PBS buffer. Experiments were performed in triplicates at final concentrations of 20 μM αS fibrils and 2 μM FE dye.

X-ray Fiber Diffraction. X-ray fiber diffraction (Philips X’Pert-MPD) system with a Cu Kα wavelength of 1.5418 Å in reflection θ–2θ mode) was used to analyze the structure of αS fibrils (∼4 mg/mL of purified fibrils) deposited on a monocrystal substrate with the surface nonparallel to crystalline planes, with a beam stop mounted on top of the sample. During the measurements, the sample was rotated at 4 s/revolution. The diffractometer was operated at 40 kV, 40 mA at a 2θ range of 2−40° employing a step size of 0.025°. The weak signal in the 4−7 Å region is possibly a result of the presence of 137 mM NaCl in our PBS buffers, which may affect the alignment of fibrils. A parallel alignment of most fibrils to the crystal surface may render the β-sheet distance largely invisible. Peaks in the 4−7 Å region are seen in the absence of NaCl.
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